Children’s Hospital - Vision 2012
PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE/MEETING SUMMARY
July 17, 2007
Meeting Purpose and Expected Outcome
Gather public feedback on Children's proposed Vision 2012 campus concepts; use input from
the public and technical experts to shape a world class children’s healthcare facility in concert
with a campus that also enhances the surrounding neighborhoods.
Dates, Time and Location
Tuesday, July 17, 6 – 8 p.m. at the Columbus Public Health Department, 240 Parsons Ave.,
second floor auditorium.
Meeting Format
Participants entered the second floor auditorium of the Columbus Health Department, where
they signed in at the Station #1/Welcome Area. They received a name tag and instructions on
how to proceed through the series of tables/stations, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Station #1: Welcome and Sign In
Station #2: Vision 2012
Station #3: Property and Projects
Station #4: Parks and Green Space
Station $5: Parsons Avenue Gateway
Station #6: Circulation
Station #7: Job Bank and Giveaways

At Station #2/Vision 2012, participants viewed three exhibits: 1) Here’s Why Children’s is
Growing, 2) Proposed Vision 2012 and 3) the New Inpatient Hospital. Participants were asked
to fill out a comment card that asked, “Please share with us any additional comments or
feedback you have about Children’s Proposed Vision 2012.”
At Station #3/Property and Projects, participants viewed one exhibit, Property and Projects,
which provided an overview of projects underway and showed where Children’s will expand its
campus to the west. The exhibit also summarized plans to upgrade existing residential
properties owned by Children’s. Participants were asked to fill out a comment card that asked:
1) “What should Children’s consider in developing its West Campus in a manner keeping with
the character of the neighborhood?” and 2) “Children’s wants to be a good property owner of
homes it owns in the community. What does being a “good property owner” mean to you?”
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At Station #4/Parks and Green Space meeting attendees viewed the Parks and Green Space
exhibit, which illustrated how Children’s will significantly reduce impervious surfaces and
increase green space surrounding the campus buildings by six acres. The exhibit showed park
elements used in other cities to create inviting green spaces, and showed pictures of adjoining
Livingston Park, which is owned by City of Columbus Recreation and Parks Department. The
comment card asked: 1) “Is more green space important to you? Should it be open to public
use?” 2) “What types of activities would you like to see in the green space in front of the
hospital?” and 3) “How should it relate to Livingston Park?”
Station #5/Parsons Avenue Gateway explained how the new I-70/71 interchange will affect
Parsons Avenue, providing a once in a lifetime opportunity to establish Parsons Avenue as a
signature gateway to the South Side, Children’s and Downtown Columbus. The comment card
asked, “What components should be included in establishing Parsons Avenue as a gateway to
the hospital, South Side and Downtown?”
Station #6/Circulation expanded on the circulation concepts touched on at the Parsons
Avenue station, going into more detail about how pedestrians and vehicles might get around
on the reconfigured Children’s campus and surrounding neighborhoods. The concept of
“walkability” was introduced, which emphasizes designing streets and sidewalks to be more
safe and inviting to pedestrians. The comment card asked, “How do we upgrade Livingston
Avenue to improve safety, traffic flow and walkability?”
Station #7/Job Bank and Giveaways was staffed by Children’s Human Resources
Department, who explained how to pursue a job at Children’s. Attendees were invited to a
complimentary pedometer and other items.
At 7 p.m. facilitator Jim White called the public meeting to order, introduced the staff at each
information station and presented a PowerPoint slide show that summarized the information at
each station. Mr. White then facilitated questions, comments and suggestions from the
audience. Technical questions were directed to the appropriate Children’s staff and technical
consultants.
Questions and Answers
Twenty people attended the July 17 open house/public meeting. Thirteen comment cards were
received that evening; an additional five comments were received in the mail.
Audience Questions
1. What will happen to the Easter Seals Building on the west campus? Attendee
stated she identified Easter Seals as part of Children’s Hospital and was disappointed to
see it leave for the Hilliard area.
2. How far west will the expansion go? Rick Espe with MSI Design stated that the west
expansion would go to the existing Yellow Cab property.
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3. Are there options other than an overhead bridge to cross Livingston Ave.? Okey
Eneli, Children’s vice president of engineering, stated other options could include
tunnels; however, possible underground obstructions still remain, making the practicality
and cost of tunnels uncertain. Another consideration is to add more cross walks and/or
slow traffic.
4. Is it possible to get a hard copy of the PowerPoint Presentation? The PowerPoint
and meeting exhibits will be available on the Children’s Hospital Web site – community
relations section.
5. Will home renovation/upgrade incentives be offered to residents that are
immediately impacted by the expansion? For example, loan incentives, tax
breaks, etc. so that nearby residents can “grow” with Children’s Hospital. Patty
McClimon, Children’s senior vice president of facilities and planning, stated that initial
plans are in the works with the City of Columbus to begin looking at various incentives,
such as the Home Again program.
6. Where will the 2,000 additional employees live? Children’s representative stated that
new employees would be encouraged to live in adjacent neighborhoods. Incentives
such as bicycle storage and a locker room will be included in the expansion.
7. A year and a half ago you presented a different plan. You’ve said the new
interchange and other factors changed it. Is there anything else that would
drastically change this plan? McClimon stated that Children’s is always planning
ahead but they cannot predict the future. She discussed the eventual possibility of
building a second inpatient hospital, and showed the location on the proposed campus
that would accommodate it should it be needed in the future.
8. How do/will businesses on Livingston Ave. partner with the Hospital?
Children’s said it was interested in hearing ideas on how to work together.
9. How is Children’s making sure there are no surprises for the 70/71 split rebuild?
Doyle Clear from MSI stated that official communication with Ohio Department of
Transportation is underway, and explained that many of the same experts working with
Children’s are also under contract to ODOT to assist with the design of the new
interchange.
10. Can Children’s consider building a business relationship with the City of
Columbus to obtain property enhancement incentives for nearby residents?
Children’s representative stated that the Hospital has initiated dialogue with the City of
Columbus to begin looking into residential incentives like the Home Again Program.
There will also be stronger, more effective property management program for properties
owned by the hospital.
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11. Can we obtain architectural renderings of the proposed landscape/building
developments? Once the proposed expansion is finalized, renderings will be available
online.
Audience Comments
1. To help Columbus residents identify with the Vision 2012 initiative, Children’s should
have something visual – like a mascot or logo.
2. Having a gateway over I-70-71 will encourage business partnerships and will make the
Hospital campus more recognizable, like the “Easton” bridge over I-270.
3. There needs to be more reaching out/collaboration with South Side neighborhoods in
the Good Neighbor Agreement. Even if the expansion is not due south, residents living
in German Village will be indirectly affected. Please focus on neighborhood
relationships from all angles.
4. Children’s should encourage employees to buy real estate in the neighborhood during
orientation and/or offer incentives for buying.
5. Children’s should be sure that potential employees are not discouraged from living close
by, and that staff do not imply that it is not safe to live in the vicinity.
6. Neighborhood residents need to be better informed about volunteer opportunities at the
Hospital, especially retired seniors. A resident cited her volunteer efforts to play with
children staying at the hospital.
7. Consider developing multi-use ground-floor property on the west campus alongside
Livingston. Retail space would be welcoming and convenient for out-of-town and intown visitors, as well as for employees.
8. It’s a good idea to put in a bridge from the parking lot to the hospital. The current lack of
crosswalks and legal crossings are too far apart. There has been a lot of illegal jaywalking.
9. A critical component of the expansion is how Children’s will rehab its residential units
while maintaining the characteristics of the neighborhood.
10. Children’s is an asset to the South Side and we need to refine its impact on the
community.
11. Easter Seals has done a good job reaching out to the community and has been a good
neighbor.
12. Children’s should consider making a written commitment not to expand further east or
south.
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Summary of Written and Electronic Comments Received by August 1, 2007
General
 It is exciting to see Children’s grow; it will do wonders for the community (2 comments)
 Not clear how this expansion will affect property owners to south and east of the project;
someone at public meeting said it would not affect owners to south and east, but I believe
it will (2)
 What is Children’s vision for bordering neighborhoods?
 Consider coordinating Vision 2012 plans with City’s bicentennial events
 Continue open communication
Residential Properties
 Contact Randy Black for information on historic preservation issues related to residential
properties
 How much property does Children’s own in the neighborhoods?
 Is $500,000 a lot of money to invest in residential properties?
 Make a commitment that you won’t go to east of existing properties on 18th St. Why do you
still own properties there if you don’t plan to expand eastward?
 Property at 640 Carpenter has been boarded up twice by property management company
that doesn’t know what it’s doing
 680 Carpenter needs work
 Need more information
West Campus
 Don’t make SW corner of Livingston and Parsons Avenues a parking garage that
separates hospital campus from neighborhood. Make retail, offices, multi-uses available for
residents, staff, etc. to ensure this area starts to blend with rest of neighborhood character,
and invites people further down Parsons Avenue.
 Increase green areas
 Emphasize safety
Green Space
 Could be used to educate and promote good hygiene and health programs for youth and
parents; health fairs/free events (3 comments)
 Increase green areas and keep them open to everyone (2 comments)
 Like the extra green space in the plans, attractive landscaping is a plus for neighborhood
Parsons Gateway
 Concerned about welcoming people to a bad neighborhood and the need to tear down
housing
 Add trees, lighting, security
 Provide an alternative route to and from the hospital and garages – and to COTA bus stop
 Banners are nice but should not be focal point. A cross between the historic and walls
would be nice (see Chicago). Need something substantial.
 Incorporate steel/metal – recognize/honor blue collar and steel industries in area
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Approach to hospital off Parson’s is unsightly and unsafe for pedestrians, especially at
night; under and overpasses on Grant and Parsons are not pedestrian friendly

Circulation/Parking Issues
 Employees should not park in residential parking spaces on 17th and 18th streets (2)
 Any new parking lots north of I-70 along 18th should be beautified to blend in with
neighborhood and new Buster Douglas project
 Since 18th St. Bridge will be rebuilt, tie it to Children’s on both sides.
 Need a stoplight at Kennedy
• Like pedestrian connector over Livingston Ave – to make neighborhood more pedestrian
friendly
• Concern about increased pedestrian and vehicular neighborhood traffic, anything that can
be done to minimize traffic problems is important especially given the large increases in
patients and employees that Children’s is projecting
Hiring Issues
 More employees should live nearby and have incentives to do so; host a job-fair (3
comments
 Invite more volunteers from community (seniors, etc.)
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